Unique positioning of reconstituted nucleosomes occurs in one region of simian virus 40 DNA.
A direct end label method was used to study the positioning of nucleosome arrays on several long (greater than 2200 base pairs) SV40 DNA fragments reconstituted in vitro with core histones. Comparison of micrococcal nuclease cutting sites in reconstituted and naked DNA fragments revealed substantial differences in one DNA region. When sufficient core histones were annealed with the DNA to form closely spaced nucleosomes over most of the molecule, a uniquely positioned array of four nucleosomes could be assigned, by strict criteria, to a 610-base pair portion of the SV40 "late region," with a precision of about +/- 20 base pairs. In some other DNA regions, a number of alternative nucleosome positions were indicated. The uniquely positioned four-nucleosome array spanned the same 610 nucleotides on two different DNA fragments that possessed different ends. Removal of a DNA region that had contained a terminal nucleosome of the array, by truncation of the fragment before reconstitution, did not affect the positioning of the other three nucleosomes. As the core histone to DNA ratio was lowered, evidence for specific positioning of nucleosomes diminished, except within the region where the four uniquely positioned nucleosomes formed. This region, however, does not appear to have a higher affinity for core histones than other regions of the DNA.